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1 - We Meet Again

We Meet Again

Liz: Konnichiwa minna-san! We have a story to tell you, in happened in…

Nel: In pizza hut!

Liz: Stop bothering me when I talk its not polite you know!

Sil: Yes that's true you know that there was a person who was brave to his parents and he became a
stone, then there was this girl who had a curse, and then….*Sil looked at everyone* I think I'll let you
continue with the talking now.

Liz: Okay, where were we… Oh yeah! As I was saying it happened about 2 weeks ago! It was the best
day of our entire lives.

Chris: Come on will you let me do the introduction? Onegai! Onegai!

Liz: Okay, but do you…

Nel: Know that it's my turn! You see everyone the most important character is actually…

Liz: Stop it! Just let Chris say the intro then we can continue the story! Go on Chris! ^u^

Chris: Okay! We'll just let you read the story now, and this is what happened…

Nel: That's all”!

All 3: Shhhhh!

It was early in the morning and we were walking to school with a little conversation on the way.

Liz: Ohayo gozaimasu!

Chris: Ohayo gozaimasu!

Nel: Ohayo go …zai …masu! *She's not very good at Japanese*



Sil: Ohayo gozaimasu!

Liz: Did you guys do your homework yet?

Nel: Yup and it took me about 2-3 hours!

Chris: You're so right! How about you Liz?

Liz: Of course! There was about 10 homework … hahhh …T_T

Sil: Not really, there was only geography, biology, chemistry, history, math, English, Japanese, Chinese,
physics, physical education,..

Liz: We know so save your breath for class. Hey …did you guys feel that?

Chris: Yeah I felt it.

Nel: Feel what? Oh that me too.

Sil: I felt it too and it felt like that something is about to happen and we can't stop it I always like what is
going to happen next I wonder what is going to happen next…* looked around but the 3 of them were
already ahead of her* Hey guys wait for me!

Liz: We should hurry or we're going to be late!

The bell rang and everyone went to class and the teacher … hasn't come yet! Usually the teacher is on
time! Maybe it's because the feeling we got! Then about ten to 15 minutes later the teacher came.

Liz: Well that strange the teacher is never late before!

Chris: I know! What can it be?

Nel: Maybe she woke up late today?

Sil: That is impossible the teacher is never late on anything.

Teacher: Good morning everyone I'm sorry I'm late today. I have to do something.

Then a boy with brown hair and gold eyes with a gold headband walked into the class!

Teacher: This is Son Goku!

Goku: Hi Liz! 

Teacher: You two met before Liz?



Liz: Yes miss, a long time ago.

Teacher: That's good then he'll have a friend.

Goku: So can I sit next to Liz?!

Girls: That is so unfair! We wanted to get him before Liz. Why does she always get the good looking
guys?

Liz: What is that supposed to mean? And I don't get all the good looking guys! *gave them a quick glare*
So what brings you here Goku?

Goku: Well Kanbotsu… what I forgot her name but you know who right?

Liz: Yeah that goddess of mercy, right?

Goku: Right, she gave us a vacation!

Liz: What a vacation cool! That's great news because we're almost on summer vacation!

Goku: We can spend time together.

Nel: Did Gojyo come?

Goku: Yeah he did, I think he's outside.

Sil: Ummm… how about Hakkai?

Goku: Of course without Hakkai we're doomed!

Sil: That's really great!

Chris: And Sanzo?

Goku: Yup if we leave him he's going to be really angry!

Chris: So he came right! Yes!*feeling happy*  

Liz: This is going to be fun!

Goku: Duh! I'm hungry do you have any food?

Liz: You think I'm not hungry? It's already 15 minutes since I ate.

Goku: Me too I need some fuel.



After the first lesson was done they all went outside to greet the other guys.

Nel: Gojyo! 

Gojyo: Oh Nel it's been a long time!

Sil: Hello… Hakkai…

Hakkai: Oh! Hello, well we meet again and I'm happy I'm sure the others are too.

Chris: Hi Sanzo! How are you?

Sanzo: I'm fine thanks for asking!

Liz & Goku: Cool Sanzo said a sentence without saying tchh!

Sanzo: tchh!

Liz & Goku: We'll take that back.

Ring! Ring! Ring! The bell rang so we had to get back to class.

Liz: Oh no! We forgot! What are we going to do Goku! 

Goku: What? Oh yeah that's big trouble! I forgot too! Aw man.

Gojyo: What are you two talking about?

Liz: Hik…hik …We forgot!  

Goku: Waaaa …. We forgot! 

Sanzo: Urusai!

Liz & Goku: Waaaaaa!

Hakkai: You can't get them tell if you do that. Look you two what seems to be problem?

Liz: Hik…hik... We forgot to eat!

Goku: Hik… and we're really hungry.

*sweat drop*

Sanzo: You mean you got us worried because you forgot to eat?!



Liz: Uh oh we'd better take cover! Come on hurry Goku!

Goku: I'm right behind you!

Hakkai: That way Sil! *he said this smiling with panicking*

Sil: Right let's go!

Nel: Hurry up Gojyo! Hey Chris over here!

Gojyo: Hurry!

Chris: Wait for me!

Sanzo: You morons that was stupid!

Dorr! Dorr! Dorr! Dorr! *he shot at everything, until it became all smoky*

Liz and Goku

Liz: Is it over?

Goku: I think so!

Liz: Go and see if Sanzo there!

Goku: Why me I'm scared I'm going to get shot by Sanzo.

Liz: Just look for a while and then come back here!

Goku: Okay…okay! *he went to check*

Dorr! Dorr! Dorr!

Goku: Aaaaaaaaa! Run away!

*Liz knocked Goku*

Liz: Oops sorry!

Goku: Its okay, phew, he almost killed me back there!



Hakkai and Sil

Hakkai: Well that was fun don't you think?

Sil: yes…

Dorr! Dorr! Dorr!

Sil: Aaaaaaaa! *She sat on Hakkai's back*

Hakkai: Ummm … Sil…

Sil: Aaah! Gomen nasai! Gomen nasai, gomen nasai!

Hakkai: It's okay!

Sil: Oohh…

Nel, Gojyo and Chris

Gojyo: I don't want to go back out there with that crazy monk on the prowl.

Nel: I think so too!

Chris: I don't want Sanzo to be like this.

Dorr! Dorr! Dorr!

Nel, Gojyo, Chris: Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

*Nel and Chris hugged Gojyo!*

Chris: Ewwww! I'm not with the cockroach!

Gojyo: What did you say? I'm not a cockroach!

Nel: You like me right Gojyo!?

Gojyo: Sure Nel!



Nel: Yes! *hugged Gojyo again*

Gojyo: Man this is good!

Chris: I think I'm going to puke, seeing two cockroaches together! Does anybody have a plastic bag?

Nel & Gojyo: Nope!

Chris: Then I'm going to the restroom. I hate cockroaches!

Nel: Well there she goes leaving us with the monk.

Gojyo: How are we going to stop him?

Nel: Let's leave that to the others.

Gojyo: Good idea!

Chris: They are so irresponsible!

Liz and Goku

Liz: Do you have a plan?

Goku: Last time Sanzo was like this we just hit him on the head …I think

Liz: Okay then do it!

Goku: What, why me?

Liz: Fine then we'll do it together! 

Goku: Okay! Here use this stick!

Liz: On three! One, two…THREE!

Goku: Attack!

Liz and Goku: hyaaaaa! 

Thwack! Thwack! *Sanzo fainted*



Liz: Now what should we do?

Goku: We wait until he wakes up.

Hakkai: Great job guys we were about to do the same thing but Sil's was scared of Sanzo.

Gojyo: Yeah me too.

Nel: Yup!

Chris: Liar you said that to leave the problem to them! (Goku, Liz, Hakkai, Sil)

Nel: Well you didn't do anything you just left to the toilet, you crazy monk!

Chris: I'm not a monk, you're a kappa!

Gojyo: Really I thought that I was the kappa!

Goku: Gojyo said he's a kappa!

Gojyo: What was that bakasaru!

Liz: Come on guys break up already!

Nel & Chris: Stay out of it you monkey!

Liz: Monkey! I'm not a monkey! Goku is the monkey! You kappa and monk!

*Guys fighting in the background*

Hakkai: Yare…yare cheerful as usual.

Sil: That's right they're always like this when they meet.

Sanzo: Uhhh… what happened?

Goku: Runaway, there is a big monster!

All: Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

Sanzo: Where? 

*everyone were gone*

Sanzo: Moron! *went to sit*

Liz: Oh no I forgot we have to get back to class quick guys!



Goku: Hurry!

Chris: Aw man! Aw man! Aw man!

Sil: Wow this is the first time I'm late! Cool!

Nel: What do you mean cool? Hurry up!

Sil: It's not cool to you because you're always late!

Nel: No, not all the time!

Liz: Hurry up guys stop talking! Hakkai, Gojyo we'll meet you guys again at lunch time okay!

Hakkai: Sure!

Gojyo: Hey bring some food too!

They went inside the classroom and waited until lunch. They had History, Geography and then lunch.

At 12:35 all the students went outside to have lunch.

Liz: Lunch lets get our food!

Goku: Can I have some of yours Liz I didn't bring any today!

Nel: I brought some today but it's for Gojyo!

Sil: Yeah me too it's for Hakkai!

Chris: I'm sharing with Sanzo.

Liz and Goku

Goku: Let's eat outside!

Liz: Okay!



Goku: Oooh! I want that one and that one and that one!

Liz: Hey I want some too! 

* They took as many food as they can before it's finished*

Nel and Gojyo

Nel: Here you want some?

Gojyo: Oh yeah I'm starving!

Nel: Here I'll give you…. a meatball.

 Gojyo: What only a meatball!

Nel: Of course I like all the foods except the meatball, so I gave it to you.

Gojyo: Aw come on don't be stingy. Please…please!!!

Nel: Fine, I'll give you one more meatball okay.

Gojyo: What! Only two? Don't you know you have a mountain there!

Nel: No, it looks more like a valley.

Gojyo: I'm doomed!

Hakkai and Sil

Hakkai: Here I bring some food too if you'd like. *he opened the lunch box and there were many food*

Sil: Wow! I brought some with me too.

Hakkai: Okay that should be enough food. 

Sil: Let's eat! Itadakimasu!

Hakkai: Itadaikimasu!



Sanzo and Chris

Chris: Hey Sanzo do you want to eat?

Sanzo: What do you have?

Chris: Omelet, fried tofu, fried rice, meatball, soup, spinach, hot pot, and some other foods.

Sanzo: Fine just give me the good ones.

Chris: Okay here an omelet, fried rice, hot pot.

Sanzo: Thanks…



2 - Summer Plans

Summer Plans

Then they meet together at the yard.

Liz & Goku: Hi!!!!!

Nel: Hi!!!

Gojyo: Oww my ears hurt!

Nel: yes!

Sil: Hello!

Hakkai: Hello everyone.

Chris: Hi.

Sanzo: ….

Liz: Hey you know it's almost summer vacation so… why don't we go somewhere together?

Goku: I know lets go to a restaurant!

Gojyo: That's a stupid idea.

Nel: Let's go to my house.

Liz: Nooooo!

Chris: Maybe in a few more years.

Sil: Next time okay!

Nel: Please!

Liz: Hey I know, lets go to Tokyo!

Chris: Okay I agree!



Sil: Okay that's a great idea.

Nel: Hey, my house?

Liz: Gomen, We're going to Tokyo. If you want to stay in your house it's okay. How about you guys?

Goku: I want to go! Will there be lots of food?

Liz: Yeah LOTS!

Gojyo: It's fine with me.

Hakkai: Up to you it's okay!

Sanzo: Whatever…

Sil: How about the transport? How about if use the airplane we can go there faster than by car or train or
bus and other vehicles. It' will take us about 1 day so we'll have to stay in an inn. The inn will take all our
money so we'll have to divide the cash. How about if we use our saving money? If you guys agree say
yes?

Goku: What? You're done okay lets go.

Liz: Okay whatever you say. 

Nel: But don't you think it's better to go to my house?

Chris: In your dreams!

Nel: aw man!

Liz: So it's settled we're going to Tokyo!

Gojyo: Yeah! We'll get to see the pretty chicks!

Nel: But…

Gojyo: Oh I'm sorry!* In the heart “yeah I'm so happy”*

Nel: Huwaaaaa!

Sil: Cup…Cup…Don't cry! *Sing a song* Mary had a little lamb…*

Nel: Thanks I feel better now.

Gojyo: ha…ha …ha…



Sil: Please don't laugh it's not nice.

Hakkai: Yes that's true!

Gojyo: but…

Hakkai: No buts Gojyo! 

Liz: We'll meet Saturday at 7:00am sharp who's late is going to get left behind.

All except Sanzo: Yes ma'am!*Nel raised her hand*

Nel: What will we do after we meet and what we bring?

Liz: Of course we bring clothes and don't forget your money! Come to my house today to discuss about
this! Wakarimakimasu ka?

All except Sanzo: Hai!!!!

Sanzo: tchh…Whatever…

At Saturday, in Liz's house. The clock shows 7o'clock a.m.

Liz: Moshi-moshi Sil! You came on time! Dozo kochira e!

Sil: Okay! Thanks…. *Then, ½ second later, Hakkai showed up in the door!*

Liz and Sil: What the….?!
Hakkai: Yes?? What are you staring at, is there a problem?

Liz: Iie! Not at all! Do you know “magic”?

Hakkai: Nope I never learned that.

Sil: Daijoubu, let's go in.

Then 5 minutes later Goku came with a giant bag!

Liz: Oi, Goku! What's with the big bag?!

Goku: Wait and see!



Sil: Why did you bring a big bag?

Hakkai: Packing lots of food is not a good idea!

Goku: How did you know Hakkai? Do you have magic?

Hakkai: Iie…nan ka?

Goku: never mind.

Then after 6 minutes later Sanzo and Chris came.

Liz: Oi, you two! How did you end up together?

Chris: On the way I met Sanzo.

Sanzo: Yup.

Hakkai: Sanzo, Chris is not good to lie. Don't you know that?

Sanzo: Nan ka!? Demo… do ka? ...

Chris: Hey Hakkai…

Hakkai: Nani?

Chris: Do you have magic or something?

Hakkai: Iie and why do you ask?

Chris: Ohh…nothing…

Hakkai:????

Then about 7 minutes later…

Gojyo: Hey open up!

Liz: A gomen nasai! *goes to open the door*

Gojyo: Okay who's here? Hakkai, Sil, Goku, Sanzo, Chris… Looks like someone is missing, but whom?

Hakkai: It's Nel, she sure takes a long time to get ready!

Liz: Oh yeah you're right!

Hakkai: She's probably packing up all the stuff she wants to take, and it's a lot!



Liz: Are you sure?

Hakkai: I'm positive!

Then about 15 minutes later Nel came…

Nel: Hey guys a little help here!

Liz: She's here guys let's go! What's with the luggage?

Hakkai: I told you people it's all her things that she wants to take for the trip, and it is a lot wow!

Nel: How did you know? Do you have magic or something?

Hakkai: For goodness sake! ...never mind, you guys already know my answer.

Liz: Hakkai says that he doesn't have magic, but it looks like he does don't you think so?

Nel: What did he guess? Maybe he's just lucky!

Liz: But when he answered he said that he was positive that he is right!

Nel: Whoa, that's cool man! 

Liz: Don't “whoa” me! Say that to Hakkai!

Nel: Whatever let's just go!

Sil: So is everyone ready?

Goku & Liz: LET'S GO!!!

Sil: Okay we'll ride on someone's car. Who wants to be the volunteer?

Liz: Maybe Hakuryu can drive us to the airport?

Sil: How is Hakuryu getting into the airplane?

Liz: That's easy! Leave that to me and Goku!

Goku: You know maybe it's a good idea after all!

Liz: Let's do it! We're a team! High five Goku!

Goku: Yeah!



Hakkai: I don't think Hakuryu wants to be eaten!

Liz: Don't worry Hakkai!

Goku: That's right!

Liz: We're not going to eat Hakuryu! Just wait and see!

Hakkai: Alright, we'll see if your, little plan work. Promise you two won't eat him or hurt him!?

Liz and Goku: Promise!

Hakkai: Alright then… Hakuryu!

Hakuryu: Kyuuuuu!

Hakkai: Looks…

Liz: Looks like we need your help today! Will you do it?

Hakuryu: Kyuuu??*Asking Hakkai*

*Hakkai nodded*

Hakuryu: Kyuuu!

Liz: Ii!!!  

 



3 - Here We Go!!

Here We Go!!

They went to the airport and waited for the airplane to arrive. They felt very hungry *well Goku is
starving* so they buy some food for them to eat.

Hakkai: Here are the snacks! I bought some for all of us.
Goku: Yeah! Food!
LIz: That was a long time Hakkai!
Chris: What?! We only waited for 5 minutes! You're weird...
Liz: Well... it dosen't matter now because the food is here.
Chris: Whatever...
Nel: How come the plane it takes a long for the airplane to arrive?
Sil: According to the count that I just did... Ummmm...It takes about 30 more minutes for the airplane to
arrive. From Japan it takes 1 hour and 30 minutes to arrive in Indonesia. Right now the airplane is about
in the middle of the route of going to Indonesia. So when the airplane arrives we will have to wait a little
longer for the airplane to land. Then we have to wait in the line for about 3 minutes to get ready and
then...*everyone ignoring and doing their own things*
Goku: Please stop! *Sil is still talking*
LIz: Bla, bla, bla... TMI (Too Much Information)
Nel: can't hear myself think!
Gojyo: Good thing I'm listening to the song. If not I'm going to die...*putting the volume louder*
Chris: No I still can hear it! I already cover my ears as hard as I can!
Sanzo: tchh...annoying!
Hakkai: Oh that's very interesting! Please go on with your story.
All except Hakkai and Sil: Noooo!!! Run away!
Liz: Lets go to the bathroom!
Nel: Hurry! Before they start again!
*All leaving Hakkai and Sil to talk*
Liz: Phew!! We're finally save...
Nel: How come the plane takes a long time?
Gojyo: What time is it?
Chris: 12:00 o'clock, why?
Sanzo: 30 minutes left..
In about 25 minutes later...
Liz: Are they done yet??
Goku: I don't know?
Chris: Let's go back!
Nel: Are you sure?
Chris: Yes, no, maybe, so...



Sanzo: Whatever lets just go...
They went back to Hakkai and Sil to check if they are done yet.
Hakkai: Wow! Where did you learn that?
Sil: Well I read books, newspaper, internet, and others.
Hakkai: Really??
Liz: Are you guys done yet? You've been talking since the last 1 hour!
Sil: 1 hour? No I think it was only 25 minutes.
Liz: So is the plane here yet?
Sil: Yes! See it's landing right now!
They all looked out to the window.
Goku: Hey there is the plane! Cool!
Nel: Finally we've been waiting for 1 hour!
Chris: Let's go get ready to go!
Sanzo: Hey Roachy boy don't forget to get my stuff too!
Gojyo: I'm not your maid or something!!!!!
Nel: Here I'll help you!
Gojyo: Thanx Nel!
Nel: Sure!
Chris: Since you're carrying Sanzo stuff you should carry mine too!!
Liz: Oh yeah mine too!
Goku: And mine!
Sil: Don't forget my bag you two!
Hakkai: With lots of happiness will you carry mine too? Thank you very much!
Nel and Gojyo:What!? Hey, wait up! We didn't agree on this!
Hakkai: Since you're carrying many bags you'll need some information! You see..
Gojyo: We don't need any information!
Hakkai: But it will help you a lot! So...
Nel: Okay we'll carry the bags! You don't need to make it harder!
Hakkai: Oh allright then see you at the plane!
Gojyo: I can't belive he just said that!
Nel: Well we better hurry or they'll leave us!
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